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Two Spring Thaws
say, “we’ll have a picnic today. I’ll take
you to my favorite spot.” She drives
us to the rest stop at Cutface
Creek. We carry the lunch
basket onto the beach.

by Idella Moberg
Winds blow in the month of
March. Winter has overstayed
his welcome. Like an
unwelcome guest he
has worn everyone
out with the same
old stories and jokes.
Winter’s needy.
Winter’s boorish.
Winter torments us
with freezing rain,
dirty snow, biting wind.
Endless wind. We need to
thaw out. We make an
ultimatum. Either Winter goes or
we go! Spring thaw’s not here.
We need to go.
Mark and I head for a beach on a
Caribbean Island. Long Bay on Tortola
Island. We’ve never been there before. A
soft breeze. A little calypso downloaded
to the phone, voice of Harry Belafonte
and some other island rhythm beats.
Rum too, why not. Palm trees and sand.
Take a spring break away from old snow
Minnesota. Thaw out on one of the
seven hundred islands that arc along
the northern and eastern edges of the
Caribbean sea. Google Earth them and
admire them from a distance, a curve
of jewels strung between Florida and
South America upon the most amazing
blue brightness. Walk on the beach.
Thoughts take ﬂight like a kite on the
wind. They ﬂy to where pirates hid their
treasure, Long John Silver and Black
Beard, Captains Flint and Rackham, to
where sailors rolled in on fast sailing
ships, to where slaves worked in sugar
plantations.
In the month of March a longing to
be up north wakes up. It wakes me up
in the night. It’s a physical longing.
I become ill in my need to be in northern
Minnesota. We’ll go in April, we tell
ourselves. It’s always nice in April. In

“Here’s where I like
to sit,” she says, and
we settle in on the
round stones that
had been warmed
in the sun while
Grandma unpacks
the food.

April we have a second thaw. The real
one. The one we’ve been waiting for. My
sister Patricia calls me. “The ice is going
out on the rivers up north,” she says. “It’s
on U-Tube.” I ﬁnd the site, and together
we watch the ice go out on Gooseberry
Falls, she at her house, I at mine. Water,
no longer turned to stone, bursts out,
rages and roars its way down the hill
and into the Lake.
Mark and I head up north to a beach
we love on Lake Superior. Cutface Creek
Beach, near Grand Marais. We walk on
large smooth rocks that slide out from
under our feet. We begin with a steady
trudge until something catches our eye.
Slow down. Maybe there’s a Thomsonite
rock embedded in this lumpy piece of
basalt. Proceed one step at a time, bend
at the waist, pawing the beach. Look for
signs of the colorful stone, drop rocks
into our bulging pockets. Stop. Sit on
the smooth stones. Sink into a reverie.
Thoughts waft in on the cool steady
breeze.
Old memories. It was on this very spot
where my sisters and I sat with Grandma
so many years ago. “Come, girls,” she’d

“I baked this turkey and
sliced it thin,” she says as she
hands each of us a white square,
white turkey breast on white bread,
no crust, spread with white butter,
wrapped in a square of waxed paper.
From a thermos she pours us each
a cup of hot turkey broth she herself
made from the turkey carcass. Our
beverage is a mug of fresh icy cold
water scooped right from the Lake.
Sweet delicious water. For dessert we
have red raspberries picked from her
garden just before we left her cabin in
Grand Marais. We sit and eat our elegant
lunch and drink our sweet water and
look out at the lake.
One feature of Cutface Creek particularly
wonderful, aside from its lovely crescent
shape and overall beauty, is that Thomsonites can be found there. Grandma
bought them when they were plentiful
and easy to ﬁnd. Strings of them draped
around her neck. After spending time at
Cutface Creek, Mark and I decide to buy
some Thomsonites in Grand Marais.
As we reach the door of the shop the
owner pushes past us. “Store’s closed,”
he said. “Ice is moving down the lake.”
And oﬀ we all go to stand on the shore
to watch the ice ﬂow down from Canada
and on to Duluth. Spring has come.

